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From: Ryan Hartkopf
To: Transportation Commission; Board of Public Works; Figueroa Cole, Yannette
Subject: Regarding the multi-use path plan on Hammersley Rd.
Date: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 11:25:09 AM

Hello,

I watched the January 12 Transportation Commission meeting and just wanted to say that I
strongly approve of the idea of adding a multi-use path to Hammersley Rd. I do not live in
District 10, but I live in the Prairie Hills neighborhood and often bike on Hammersley to get
downtown or to work.

Hammersley on the west side of Whitney Way feels like a death trap on a bicycle in its current
condition, and I often see people walking on the stretch of road with no sidewalk. I believe
that a multi-use path would be very helpful.

I don't often see people parked in the parking lanes on Hammersley Lane, however I do want
to note that I see the Badger Bus park on Hammersley between Gilbert and Reetz to pick up
people who are using wheelchairs. I have seen Badger Bus parked on the North and South
sides of Hammersley to do pickup, so I think they service wheelchair users on both sides of
the road. It would be worth soliciting input from people who use Badger Bus pickup in that
area to make sure that the changes don't interrupt their service.

Thanks for your work on this,

Ryan Hartkopf
6633 Raymond Rd
Madison, WI 53711
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From: Julie Houck
To: Board of Public Works
Subject: Proposed 2022 Hammersley Rd project
Date: Wednesday, February 9, 2022 1:53:10 PM

Dear Board Members,
 
We join our neighbors in dissenting to this project for the following reasons:
 

1. The City of Madison recategorized our residential street as an emergency route 6 years ago. In
so doing, most of the speed deterrents offered to our neighboring streets were no longer
optional for us. Our only issue on this street is speed. We do not understand why Raymond
Rd, 4 blocks to our South with a throughway directly to Verona Rd, is not the emergency route
in this neighborhood. It is commercial; we are residential. It is a flat plane and we are a
steeply graded hill. It has direct access from the Fire Station just off Raymond Rd. We believe
that many of our concerns about traffic are not addressed because we are now an emergency
route. Please study and reconsider that. Especially with the planned reconstruction of our
street into two narrower lanes.

 
2. Your planned construction removes all on-street parking for a residential street that is a 3

block equivalent to normal block length in Madison. That means that any guests to any
resident will have to park on a neighboring street and walk up or down a steep grade to get to
our home. Everyone on the block entertains and we often have significant parked vehicles
here. During the public hearings on this proposed construction, we were informed that we
could enlarge our driveways to add parking if we so choose. Telling us to add a parking lot to
our front yards is condescending, and fails to address the bigger issue here. We could remove
the speeding issue if we were not an emergency route.

 
3. We have owned our property for 27 years. Bit by bit, we have seen multi-use housing added

further West that increased crime and speeding. We have experienced the addition of City
buses exceeding the speed limit by 10-20 mph. We have experienced multiple “assessments”
of traffic and speeding without any relief because we are an emergency route. Our property
values, when the City finishes removing our canopy of large oak trees, and installing a multi-
use pathway that will cross our driveways, will plummet. We do not agree with the pathway
because most of us will need to cross it when backing out of driveways. This is an accident
waiting to happen. We understand you want to replace the sewer mains. Do it. But also
remove Hammersley Road from emergency route for the City and put in speed bumps. Let us
keep on-street parking for quality of life. We do not need a walkway or biking path. Everyone
who lives in this neighborhood uses Hempstead Road for that, one block to the south. Had
you surveyed the residents, and not just the general public, you would have learned that. As it
is, if you put the proposed plan in place, we will all be leaving and you will have one more
neighborhood that succumbs to poor planning, reduced property values and lower property
taxes.

 

mailto:Julie.Houck@agrace.org
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Julia Houck
5912 Hammersley Rd
Madison, WI 53711
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From: Jennifer Herzberg
To: Board of Public Works
Subject: Hammersley Road Resurfacing project
Date: Monday, March 7, 2022 12:40:32 PM

Caution: This email was sent from an external source. Avoid unknown links and attachments.

I'm writing to you in support of the Hammersley Road resurfacing project plans. I'm a new Hammersley
homeowner, and I'm very excited about the multi-use path as proposed. From my desk, I watch children walk to
school, commuters ride their bicycles, and folks walk their dogs — all in the bike lane/gutter area. I believe having
separation from the roadway will improve their experience and safety. I disagree with those who think that a
narrower roadway will make the road feel less like a "neighborhood street", and I'm eager to have a safer, more
pleasant place to walk.

Thank you,
Jennifer Herzberg
5114 Hammersley Rd

mailto:jjherzberg@gmail.com
mailto:boardofpublicworks@cityofmadison.com
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From: Dan Edlebeck
To: Board of Public Works
Subject: Written comments re April 6 agenda item 9 - Hammersley Rd project
Date: Friday, April 1, 2022 3:08:54 PM
Attachments: Hammersley Rd project Board of Public Works April 6 (2).docx

Attached is a document containing written comments about the April 6 agenda item #9 -
Hammersley Rd resurfacing project.  I have registered to speak at the meeting and will be
available to answer questions.  

Regards,

Dan Edlebeck

mailto:edlebecd@gmail.com
mailto:boardofpublicworks@cityofmadison.com

To:	Board of Public Works

[bookmark: _GoBack]From:  	Dan Edlebeck, 5514 Hammersley Rd, edlebecd@gmail.com, 920-675-6162

Re: 	Hammersley Rd Resurfacing Project



Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding the Board’s April 6 meeting agenda item relating to the Hammersley Road Resurfacing Project.  My reply primarily focuses on the 2022 phase and only for the stretch of Hammersley Rd from Whitney Way to Gilbert Rd.  I, and many other residents of the Whitney Way-Gilbert corridor, strongly ask that the Board not approve the current proposed resurfacing design until further negotiations with residents can be completed and mutually agreed upon ( I am available to participate in such discussions if asked). The following three items - project design flexibility, safety, and parking - are important matters that should receive additional investigation and consideration. My explanations are brief in deference to the Board’s time but more examples and detail can be shared.

1.  PROJECT DESIGN FLEXIBILITY.  The three individual stretches of Hammersley Rd in the overall 2022 & 2023 project design (i.e., Brookwood -Whitney Way, Whitney Way-Gilbert, and Gilbert-Beltline) each have unique and notable differences from the others in terms of neighborhood safety and parking matters. The city should take such differences into consideration before enforcing a one-size-fits-all approach to this project (as well as future ones).   While I support the city’s overall efforts regarding safety, flexibility is key toward making the diverse neighborhoods welcoming and useable based on their local conditions.  

2.  SAFETY.  It goes without saying that safety is of utmost concern for all residents and visitors.  The present surface layout of Hammersley Rd (Whitney Way-Gilbert) is already a safe street for pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles.  I have searched the city’s website and have been unable to find accident statistics that refute this.  In fact, one of the proposed design changes calls for a single, off-road, bi-directional multiuse path to be shared by pedestrians and bicyclists which may pose unforeseen risks to users of the path.   This path will intersect private driveways creating unsafe situations for bicyclists who are inattentive to moving vehicles in the driveways.  Certain cyclists will likely prefer to use the proposed street traffic lanes as a presumed safe and more efficient means of travel or if attempting to avoid pedestrians.  Should the streets be narrowed, this would pose a greater risk.  Furthermore, combined winter maintenance of the path and road will create significant blind spots for cyclists and homeowners.  The current road surface layout provides cyclists and pedestrians safe options for travel on both the north and south edges of Hammersley and has worked well.

3.  PARKING.  The city’s proposed elimination of on-street parking and the narrowing of curb-to-curb street width seems shortsighted and will likely create unsafe traffic conditions.  Service vehicles (e.g., US Postal Service, FedEx, UPS, Amazon, city trash/recycle, tree trimming and removal, lawn care, local HVAC/plumbing/electrical/remodeling trades, etc.) use on-street space for daily temporary and/or frequent parking stops.  The city’s proposed plan will require vehicular traffic to pass stopped service vehicles by going around them into the opposite and on-coming east/west traffic lane. It seems only logical to conclude that future traffic accidents are likely.  

Residents of Hammersley rely on street parking availability for various events.  It is unreasonable to ask visitors (including the service vehicles mentioned above) to park on adjacent streets and walk inconvenient distances especially during inclement weather or if there are mobility or ADA issues.  The Whitney Way-Gilbert span is at least twice as long as an “ordinary” city block and has no convenient north/south streets that intersect it.  Furthermore, most homes on this span do not have the long driveways like those on Hammersley from Gilbert eastbound.  Maintaining the existing parking lane(s) is an easy and safe solution.  



In conclusion, I cannot presume to comprehend all the issues that the city must consider and address when working on a project of this magnitude.  I am grateful for the past survey and Zoom opportunities to provide feedback.  Unfortunately, these opportunities have left me with the impression that the city has already made a final and firm decision to go forth with the proposed design for the Whitney Way-Gilbert stretch of the project in spite of resident concerns.  I have heard that the Board of Public Works may be one of the last, best, opportunities for having our concerns recognized and for changes to be made in the final design based on local conditions.

I sincerely feel that the City of Madison can do better.  



To: Board of Public Works 
From:   Dan Edlebeck, 5514 Hammersley Rd, edlebecd@gmail.com, 920-675-6162 
Re:  Hammersley Rd Resurfacing Project 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments regarding the Board’s April 6 meeting agenda item relating to the 
Hammersley Road Resurfacing Project.  My reply primarily focuses on the 2022 phase and only for the stretch of 
Hammersley Rd from Whitney Way to Gilbert Rd.  I, and many other residents of the Whitney Way-Gilbert corridor, 
strongly ask that the Board not approve the current proposed resurfacing design until further negotiations with 
residents can be completed and mutually agreed upon ( I am available to participate in such discussions if asked). The 
following three items - project design flexibility, safety, and parking - are important matters that should receive 
additional investigation and consideration. My explanations are brief in deference to the Board’s time but more 
examples and detail can be shared. 

1.  PROJECT DESIGN FLEXIBILITY.  The three individual stretches of Hammersley Rd in the overall 2022 & 2023 project 
design (i.e., Brookwood -Whitney Way, Whitney Way-Gilbert, and Gilbert-Beltline) each have unique and notable 
differences from the others in terms of neighborhood safety and parking matters. The city should take such differences 
into consideration before enforcing a one-size-fits-all approach to this project (as well as future ones).   While I support 
the city’s overall efforts regarding safety, flexibility is key toward making the diverse neighborhoods welcoming and 
useable based on their local conditions.   

2.  SAFETY.  It goes without saying that safety is of utmost concern for all residents and visitors.  The present surface 
layout of Hammersley Rd (Whitney Way-Gilbert) is already a safe street for pedestrians, bicyclists, and vehicles.  I have 
searched the city’s website and have been unable to find accident statistics that refute this.  In fact, one of the proposed 
design changes calls for a single, off-road, bi-directional multiuse path to be shared by pedestrians and bicyclists which 
may pose unforeseen risks to users of the path.   This path will intersect private driveways creating unsafe situations for 
bicyclists who are inattentive to moving vehicles in the driveways.  Certain cyclists will likely prefer to use the proposed 
street traffic lanes as a presumed safe and more efficient means of travel or if attempting to avoid pedestrians.  Should 
the streets be narrowed, this would pose a greater risk.  Furthermore, combined winter maintenance of the path and 
road will create significant blind spots for cyclists and homeowners.  The current road surface layout provides cyclists 
and pedestrians safe options for travel on both the north and south edges of Hammersley and has worked well. 

3.  PARKING.  The city’s proposed elimination of on-street parking and the narrowing of curb-to-curb street width seems 
shortsighted and will likely create unsafe traffic conditions.  Service vehicles (e.g., US Postal Service, FedEx, UPS, 
Amazon, city trash/recycle, tree trimming and removal, lawn care, local HVAC/plumbing/electrical/remodeling trades, 
etc.) use on-street space for daily temporary and/or frequent parking stops.  The city’s proposed plan will require 
vehicular traffic to pass stopped service vehicles by going around them into the opposite and on-coming east/west 
traffic lane. It seems only logical to conclude that future traffic accidents are likely.   

Residents of Hammersley rely on street parking availability for various events.  It is unreasonable to ask visitors 
(including the service vehicles mentioned above) to park on adjacent streets and walk inconvenient distances especially 
during inclement weather or if there are mobility or ADA issues.  The Whitney Way-Gilbert span is at least twice as long 
as an “ordinary” city block and has no convenient north/south streets that intersect it.  Furthermore, most homes on 
this span do not have the long driveways like those on Hammersley from Gilbert eastbound.  Maintaining the existing 
parking lane(s) is an easy and safe solution.   

 

In conclusion, I cannot presume to comprehend all the issues that the city must consider and address when working on a 
project of this magnitude.  I am grateful for the past survey and Zoom opportunities to provide feedback.  Unfortunately, 
these opportunities have left me with the impression that the city has already made a final and firm decision to go forth 
with the proposed design for the Whitney Way-Gilbert stretch of the project in spite of resident concerns.  I have heard 
that the Board of Public Works may be one of the last, best, opportunities for having our concerns recognized and for 
changes to be made in the final design based on local conditions. 

I sincerely feel that the City of Madison can do better.   
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